Greetings! I am pleased to address you and it is my privilege and honour to be associated with Oxford College of Education, as its Principal. It is mandatory in the new emerging Indian Society to prepare the children in ways of democracy and help them to become happy, useful and self supporting citizens. Oxford College of Education plans its activities to guide children in the pursuit of knowledge and skill. Required human resources had been already created to encourage students to formulate and work for high standard. Citizenship Training Camp is conducted for five days to make them work to improve education in the community and strengthen its moral values. The student teachers are prepared to be loyal to the school system, community, state and nation. In the training programme, the students are encouraged to participate in community activities to strengthen community’s spiritual and intellectual life. Personality Development Programmes, video feedback teaching practice, NAAC Certification, Latest techniques in teaching using electronic media and so on are the high light of Oxford College of Education. The support of NCTE, Tamilnadu Education University and KSM Educational Trust are highly appreciable to the growth of our college. I appeal that let us join together to create a new era and thereby make our nation more independent and knowledgeable.

With Regards,

Dr. K. SUMATHIRAL